
Characters:


Sally Poppy Murderer, 21, married to Fred lives in Metfield, daughter to Janet and Francis 
Cobb, went off with Thomas McKay from Scotland, had worked for the Waxes as 
laundry maid (was dismissed for stealing) before that had worked for Bray family 
nursery maid to the children.   Her and her family have a reputation in village (akin 
to ‘poor trash’ that are stereotyped in the States).   She has had 2 previous 
miscarriages., she can read.  Went out with Oliver Akas for 2 years, he ended up 
marrying one of Ling girls.

Hannah Rusted Young, 3 children, hard up, husband’s wages gone down a price of bread goes up.  
Hannah is getting tired of husband. Came to watch the trial - relatively smart 
clothes - friend to Kitty

Judith Brewer Older matron, married to Peter, Going through the change, can read

Charlotte Cary Older matron, needs to be able to do RP accent and local dialect, says she is a 
widow to a Colonel of 40th Regiment and lives in Colchester, has two 
granddaughters, has hurt her ankle, she likes boiled bacon - in fact she is 
housekeeper to Bray family (and is very close to the lady of the house whose 
clothes she has borrowed)

Mary Middleton Young pregnant, wife to Amos Middleton, has 5 children, is superstitious, wants to 
get back to field of leeks to be harvested before nightfall. 25 years old,  bit doolally 

Peg Carter Young pregnant, married to David who is a gardener to the Wax family, happily 
married, heavily pregnant - she hates the poor - have to sort themselves out, first 
pregnancy - snob

Helen Ludlow Middle aged, husband Tom a Draper, enjoys rug work and macrame, has had 12 
miscarriages in 8 years, no live births, loves her husband, desperate for a child 

Emma Jenkins Middle aged, wife of Walter, mother to William, have shop selling dry goods, used 
to live in London,  tries to impress Charlotte Cary,  has been on jury of matrons 6 
times before, volunteered., knows her bible

Elizabeth Luke Midwife, widower,  Mid 30s, also takes in linens, held in regard and is the go to 
person for the community for most ailments.  Others accuse her of lack of 
cleanliness. in relationship with Coombes.  Mother to Sally.

Kitty Givens Young , Scottish, has had 6 children, 4 living, comes from Oban, her hair is falling 
out, friend to Hannah 

Sarah Smith Older, 83, 21 children and 3 husbands, knows what is going on in community.

Ann Lavender Young,  4 daughters, - one of whom Harriet is teething, married to William a poet - 
not very happily, has sister in Colchester

Sarah Hollis Middle aged, older than Elizabeth, has son Lucas,she hasn’t spoken for 20 years or 
thereabouts - speaks page 84 - off the ball acting key when mute.

Mr Coombes Bailiff, Former thatcher who fell off a roof and has injured his arm, so therefore has 
fallen on hard times. wife has run off to Lowestoft, has an understanding with 
Elizabeth Luke.  On stage a lot of time.  Off the ball acting important.

Fred Poppy Married  unhappily to Sally, Farmer, church goer, uses his belt - in scene 2 only

The Justice Voice of God, unseen



Helen 


Helen. Elizabeth Mary speak/ uh privately/you know

Elizabeth. Of course Helen

Helen. I think there has been some confusion

Elizabeth. Yes

Helen. I should not be here

Elizabeth. No

Helen. I am not qualified I try to explain to Mr Coombes only he was in such a rush.

Elizabeth. You did not tell the magistrate when you swore your oath?

Helen. I intended to, only I wanted someone here to speak for the girl. We lived next to her 
parents house for sometime. That was an unquiet home. They kept a great number of ferrets and 
the children were always dirty. The stepfather, Francis Cobb was, I do not like to speak ill but, well

Elizabeth. He was queer bitch.

Helen. Yes, I,  yes and the brother Silas , too but Sally doted on him and would take the blame for 
all his misdeeds. The breaking of a window. The theft of a ham. Small things but I wonder if that is 
what happened here with Thomas McKay. If you had seen her during the trial …the way she 
looked at him …it was stupid look. But full of love.

We none of us know what happened that night except Sally herself and she will say nothing. 
There was not a single person to speak for her in that courtroom and now she thinks to save 
herself with a lie that no one will believe. But I do not think she did it. Lizzie, I am sure of it.


Judith 
Judith. You remember Lally?

Sarah Smith. I do her husband is used to come to our house to play cards. Judith. Right well you 
know then Larry was the one to go to. She’d tell you if you was or you  wasn't, boy or girl, and 
whether it would come quick or slow.

Ann. And what she often right?

Judith. She was never wrong. She was the one forgetting rid of warts too. She’d say ‘let me look 
at your wart and you’d show it to her and then she’d say, how many have you got?

Kitty. And?

Judith. What?

Kitty. What she do then? 

Judith. Nothing. Week or so later that wart’d  be gone

Mary. No

Judith. Lally was the one for warts.

Kitty. What so she enquired it away?

Judith. I don't know what she did, that's her business, my business is, did 3 warts on the back of 
my hand disappear six days after Lally looked at them, yes they did, and did she not tell me 
before I knew myself that I was quick with my Katherine, yes she did, and did she not tell me she 
would come out like greased weasel in under three hours, yes she did. However, Lally is now 
dead from a cartwheel to the head she did not see coming so what are we going to do about this 
one?


Dr Willis gentle man, well dressed, appears forward thinking and knowledgeable  but his 
own invention of a speculum appears to be ‘designed by a madman’. - in part of 
scene 6 only

Katy Luke Daughter of Elizabeth.  Interested in comets, Has skin complaint

Lady Wax Mother of victim, Comes in towards end of play, rich, doesn’t say anything, in 
mourning blacks



Ann  
Ann. You know I do not believe she even did it


Emma. Fred Poppy saw her set fire to the girls hair!


Ann. He saw something burn by candlelight, when we know his eyesight to be poor.


Yes but if you look at the facts this Mr Mackay was guilty of a number of quite hideous crimes up-
and-down the country long before he met Sally. And she strikes me as the sort of girl who does 
not know to run away during knock down ginger and is left alone on the doorstep though she 
never banged on the door. If I had been permitted to join the jury proper I would've had a great 
many questions/to put to


Charlotte. This is not what is asked of us Mrs Lavender.


Ann. No we're not ask anything except to give confected opinions upon a science in which we are 
none of us scholars


Mary 
Mary. Thing is though, you take all that someone else, you're liable to someone to come along 
and take that back off you and then where are you? Example, two years in a row peg and David 
one that flip chip bacon. Now let's suppose next year, they don't win.

Peg. No I I think we will

Mary. Let's say Helen and Tom win that instead

Then that's a whole year you and David got to live knowing one time you was the happiest pair in 
town with so much bacon you didn't know what to do with it, and now you’s only a gardener's 
wife eating porridge for supper again with a baby that won't sleep the night and a smoky chimbley

Peg. The bacon is really only a symbol, so.

Mary. Now Amos and me, we ain't never been the most happily married couple. But we ain't 
killed each other yet. And if we can go one not killing each other for another 30 years, well. 
Reckon that's good enough for me, and there ain't no love that anyone else can rob off us.


Mary panicking about the sound of flapping wings


Is it an angel?  

put it out, put it out, (talking about the fire)

  I do not want to see an angel I am frightened to,  

it is coming, it is coming, let me out, let me out.


Elizabeth Page 64 
Elizabeth. Does no-one else wished to change their opinion to give the girl the benefit of the 
doubt?

Emma. Why

Elizabeth. Why? In truth?


Because she has been sentenced to hang on the word of cuckolded husband. Because her 
mother Janet say she was not unaccounted for on the night in question but at Janet's house, 
weeping and frightened with a bloody nose, a fact I learned from the prison laundry maid, 
because it was not admitted to the court. Because every card dealt to her today and for many 
years before has been and I'm kind one, because she has been sentenced by men pretending to 
be certain of things of which there entirely ignorant, and now we seated in the taking them, trying 
to make an ungovernable thing, governable. I do not ask you to like. I ask you to hope for her, so 
that she might know she's worth hoping for. And if you cannot do that for her sake, Think instead 
of the women who will be in this room when that comet comes round again, and how brittle they 



will think our spirits, how ashamed they will be, that we were given our own dominion and we 
made it look exactly like the one down there.


Dr Willis  

Dr Willis. Do you understand the difference between being quick with child and being with quick 
child?

Quick with child is having conceived. With quick child is when the child is quickened, or moving. 
Do you understand the distinction I make?

The prisoner is quick with  child. Furthermore the child is quickened, though it is still in the early 
stages

I must depart now but I will suggest to the justice that transportation is delayed until after the birth 
and that Mrs Luke is allowed to visit the prisoner daily. I suspect it will be a difficult pregnancy. 
There is an abnormality to the cervix that concerns me and I am not certain the ovaries are 
without disease. She must rest as much as possible and be fed well with a little meat and small 
beer.

The ovaries are the most powerful agents in all the promotion of a lady’s system. The whole 
animal economy of a woman makes reason and intellect struggle. The cruelty of which Mrs Poppy 
is guilty does not come naturally to the female physiology. It is usually attributable to the periodic 
illness. If Sally was menstruating when she met this young man, then she may not be responsible 
for her actions. Do you have a hearty appetite?


Sally. Right now I could eat a shoe.


Dr Willis yes I would say there is evidence for tyranny of the ovaries. Alas the life of a woman is a 
history of disease


Sarah Hollis 

Sarah.  It was 20 October, well after Michaelmas and too late to be blackberrying. This is 
something my mother was very superstitious about, so I called out, even in my discomfort, to tell 
her not to eat fruit, the devil will have put his  hoof on it, but the woman turned and said I am the 
devil. 


I was stunned with fear but could not move, gripped as I was by a boiling pain. She said I will help 
you and I cried no no I do not want your help but I could not stop her and after awhile I was 
grateful for her cool hands on my hot head and how she held me round the waist while I braced 
my legs and when the head came out she went down on her knees and  I felt her fingers in me as 
she pulled gently at the boys shoulders, till out he came like a hull from a strawberry.

But then I heard it grunting and snuffling and laughter full of obscenity and I looked up and saw 
the woman, in her true form now, transformed. Still a woman, but naked now and bald and her 
dugs hung down like rotten pears, her whole skin was rippling canker and she was bleeding from 
between her legs, and left a trail of meat behind her.


Peg  Page 33

Peg. Hush Mrs  Smith.  You do know it is usually a wholly civilised place! There is a flitch of bacon 
given as a prize every year to the most happily married couple

Charlotte. What a charming tradition

Peg. Yes isn't it

Pause 
Yes, that is voted on by the whole town. Every household participate.




Pause.

It is a wholly great honour to be the winner.

Kitty. I cannot abide this, just tell us who it was.

Peg. Oh I'm sure Mrs Cary isn't at all interested/ in local

Charlotte. /Who was the winner this year

Peg Well actually my husband David and I have  won it for 2 years now

Charlotte really

Peg yes

Charlotte my congratulations

Peg. thank you. It is a lot of bacon.


Kitty  and Hannah page 40/41 

Kitty. I'll be putting theories? Because we've one

Hannah. Justice says there is no possibility it was an accident, right? Because of the amount of 
force, you see but

Kitty. But what if cause you've heard about this, comet that Mr Halley predicted?

Right so you know that’s just a fucking big lump of rock, right?

Hannah. Flying through the sky

Kitty flying through the sky, exactly and all of us waiting to see it go over but what it 

Hannah. But what if that already went, the night Alice wax died, and we missed it


Elizabeth. So what if it did?


Kitty So do you not? Very well, so she’s going quite a speed is she not? So she flies over Alice 
wax taking a mid ump falls off her

Kitty . and a lump falls off her. Huge lump.

Hannah. And  now that's falling

Kitty. Hundreds of miles that's hurtling to earth, gathering speed

Hannah. And force

Kitty Gathering speed and force, faster and faster and when it finally falls, what's between her 
and the ground?

Hannah. Little Alice Wax

Kitty. Little Alice Wax’s poor wee head


 Charlotte Cary 

Charlotte

Then whose fault is she?  Going from RP to dialect.

Who are we to blame, if not you? She is a devil of your making. I don't doubt it was hard future 
cost of the child but you have destroyed the lives of countless people Mrs Luke, how dare you 
burst of your dispassion! The girl has visited horrent upon horror upon the world, and had Mrs 
Hollis not bravely spoken up she might be free to do it again, and again, and again

Emma. Calm yourself Mrs Carey, we will speak to the justice

Charlotte. I do not want to speak to the justice. I wants that Dr brought in and I want to grab 
home, today. Emma really Mrs Carey you will do yourself a mischief.

Charlotte. Please stop calling me Cary my name ent Cary, it's Tompkins. I ain't a Colonels wife 
but a widowed housekeeper to the Bray family  out Cratfield, 9 miles from here


Sally Page 95 

Sally. I have been all morning mending sheets. My eyes are sore and my head ached but I still 
had the linen to press and the stove to black and the step to sweep, and I was cross as I'd only 



washed out my shift tonight before and already I was muckwashed and could feel the stains 
coming at the armpits again.

I wondered if my husband would be in a fine mood or a foul one when he came home, and I 
hoped foul, for at least that means a fight, at least that means a chance to scream at one another 
which I myself find preferable to sitting in silence watching the wet wood smoke because you 
were right, there was a rain in the night, only you cannot hold your breath waiting to him to admit 
it, and then I looked up at the sky which was very blue with agreat round clouds, and I thought

I thought

I wish out of that sky would fall a man, a fine looking man, on the black horse, and he would ride 
towards me, and stop,  and  comment on the weather and if there might be lodgings nearby, but 
all that that’d be a ruse, cos as he talked he would just be looking at me

He would just be looking at me.

And both of us would know that all this conversing was only an excuse, so he can linger on me. 
So his eyes could devour me. That all he had been placed on God’s green earth for was to look at 
me, in a way that - well that's hard to describe but I mean the sort of look that if you did it in 
church you would burst into flames, that sort of look. 


Sarah Smith Page 107 

Sarah. Them believes Sally poppy to be with quick child, raise your hands. 

Emma? 

What?

Emma. Yes

Sarah. Yes what

Emma  Do not make me say it

Sarah you do not have to say nothing, only raise your hand

Emma I will not raise my hand in defence of that one

Sarah. But you didn't believe her to be in pod?

Mr Coombes you may ask us for our verdict now.

.. Sally Poppy is with quick child


Sarah. Why they gone quiet now? 

Mary. Lady Wax has just got out of the carriage


Judith.  Small  as the Norfolk dwarf ent she

Sarah I knew the Norfolk dwarf

Judith. no you never

Sarah I did . That was in Tvetshall,  before him was famous.

Charlotte what was he like 
Sarah rather too pleased with himself I thought


Emma 

Emma

We had a dog once, a brindled bitch I joked my husband preferred to me, but really the joke was 
that it was true. Our dislike was mutual, the mongrel bit me with impunity in the knowledge that I 
could not  bite her back. One day I found her howling and puking having eaten the arsenic I put 
down for the mice.

Straight off I thought, oh Lord, I shall be in trouble. Water will think I did it on purpose, I did not 
put it past the bitch not to have left a note incriminating me. But the creature was in such pain, it 
was an agony to see it, eventually I took off my stays, wrapped the laces round fhe poor things 
throat and released her.

Elizabeth. But will cannot consequences when Walter came home?




Emma. I cleaned her up and told him I had found her already dead when I return from market.

Elizabeth. Did your husbands not find that hard to believe?

Emma. Well yes but my sister was there also and  swore blue it was true.

Elizabeth. There is a great loyalty between you and your sister then?

Emma. Yes. We were spiteful to each other children but today we're great friends. She knows, as 
you do, some of the difficulties I faced in my maternity, and that contrary to what the rest of you 
believe, I'm quite  a tender creature behind close doors.


Fred & Sally


Fred Home then.


Sally. Thought you would be sleeping.


Fred four months.


Sally I had 10 shillings and a nice piece of lace in that team, where's that gone?


Fred four months and not one word.


Sally only four was it? Felt like more. Where's my money Fred?


Fred I spent that.


Sally that's not yours, I put that by.


Fred you put that by from bilking me on butter, where you been?


Sally. That's got like a midden in here, don't you know where the broom lives?


Fred Sally.


Sally thought I'd been away years. Thought I'd walk in  here to find  it all different and you with a 
long grey beard but everything is just the same but dirtier.


Fred wife /where have you


Sally disappointing. 


Fred. Where the fuck have you been?


Sally I wanted to see the comet when it came


Fred Comet?


Sally it has been predicted by Mr Halley/Don't you read the newspaper?


Fred talk to me of Comets wife, November you left this house on the back of another man’s/horse


Sally Right, no


Fred no, do not deny it, you were seen, so do not  give me fucking shudder about comets Sally, 
though I  don't doubt you were gazing at stars, flat on your back in a /ditch




Sally May I


Fred I am speaking


Sally oh


Fred At church I have to make out you'd gone to mind  a sick cousin in Stowmarket. I lie, I told, in 
the house of god.


Sally going to church is like housework, people judge you by how well you do it, it makes your 
backache, and after you've done it, it needs doing all over again a week later.


Fred That's a dry bob. But you cannot wash a soul as easily as you wash a floor.


Sally you're right Fred. Washing the floor is much harder, particularly when you have a dog as we 
do. Where is poppet?


Fred tied up, out back. 


Sally fed?


Fred no not fed. She's lucky I have not broke her neck, feeding is too good for her, lift your skirts, 
put your hands on the wall.


Sally pick one. I can't do both.


She turns we see her illuminated for the first time covered head to toe in blood.


Fred my god are you hurt? Who has done this who has harmed you


Sally no one has harmed me


Fred I cannot find the wound where is/the?


Sally there is no wound. It is not my blood.


Fred but how/then 


Sally you stink by the way


Fred I I have been shovelling out the earth closet


Sally this parish is full of secrets and yet we spread our shit on the fields for all to see and eat the 
grain that grows in it.


Fred whose blood is it? Whose,  my god  - my god Sal, what was it, an accident?


Sally it was not an accident 


Fred whose blood is it? Sally who is blood? Speak maw


Sally I'm having a baby it ent yours


Fred slaps her 

Fred You liar




Sally I want my 10 shillings I need/to go away


Fred you old drab


Sally and I must have something to pay the midnight woman when/The time comes


Fred dirty wicked bunter


Sally having a baby isn't/dirty


Fred hedge whore


Sally  …or maybe it is, it probably depends on who put it in and who takes it out again no 


He has dragged the hammer, she shoves him away with force 
no No more of that


Fred may God forgive you


 Coombes and Elizabeth 

Coombes they have caught and tried the murderers of little Alice Wax


Elizabeth I did not realise that they had found the, that they have found the body.


Coombes two nights ago the curate noticed a preponderance of crows above the old Pearl 
house. They found her in pieces in two sacks stuffed up the fireplace.


Elizabeth expect that is the closest a  Wax child ever got to sweeping the chimney.


Coombes Lizzie  a girl has been killed. And the Waxes are a good family.


Elizabeth certainly they've a house full of decency to put between themselves and the rest of the 
world but now the world has got in nonetheless.


Coombes what is the matter with you, they are in grief!


Elizabeth I'm sorry I am tired. 


Coombes it is only midday.


Elizabeth and yet I am tired Billy, what is your question?


Coombes Lizzy/don't


Elizabeth I am sorry for Lady Wax, but seems to me people around here are too ready to mourn 
little girls  and too slow to mourn grown men.


Coombes look, you know I am sympathetic to your grievances, but John Wax is a gentlemen


Elizabeth John wax has enclosed my sister’s husband’s pasture and given him instead a scrubby 
spit of land a quarter of the size, I would not dry my linens on it. And David Swain is hanged under 
the Black Act for killing two deer that were destroying his clover after many requests to John Wax 
that he should control his beasts.




Coombes he was apprised of the law.


Elizabeth he is hanged  Billy!  Hanged for all venison! There are evils happening in this country at 
present that are worse than the death of a child.


Coombes  What of  poor lady wax then? Her life will be an open wound. 


Elizabeth good that's a woman who never had taken from her in her whole life, perhaps the 
experience will sweeten her, like frost on parsnip. 


Coombes I never heard you speak so cruel before.


Elizabeth well you never met me in the middle of my housework before.


Coombes give us a kiss


Elizabeth no.


Coombes go on. 


They kiss 


I ent gonna higgle with you Lizzie but you ain't being fair. The Waxes been decent to me


Elizabeth since when?


Coombes since them’s offered me work


Elizabeth doing what?


Coombes scaring rooks.


Elizabeth that's child's work.


Coombes its work.


Elizabeth anyway you ent a  labourer. You’re a thatcher


Coombes not with one arm I ent. That’s been a hard all year that has, Lizzie.


Elizabeth I know.


Coombes I know you know, whole town knows, whole town laughed except the Waxes. Tied 
cottage they offered me this morning.  A tied cottage, in my conditioner, I call that very christian


Elizabeth which one?


Coombes. you know where old Weasel Humphrey live?


Elizabeth that one that's always full of bees? 


Coombes that's it. Spacious that is


